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St. Paul, Minn., February 12th, 1913,

Miss Ida M. Tarbell,

c/o Ladies Home Journal,

Philadelphia.

My dear Hiss Tarbell;

I write to personally express my appreciation
©f your able article in this months Ladies Home Journal,
particularly that part which refers to the adulteration
of fabrics. This and the substitution ovil have been
on the increase to such an alarming extent the last few
years and the results therefrom so disastrous to the
public in general, that some remedial legislation is
necessary.

Manufacturers seem to vie with each Other in
their endeavors to reduce the practice of adulteration
to a line art until now it is almost impossible to de-
termine from the label on the article or fabric Its ex-
act nature.

For the further purposes of this letter, lot mo
group these practices under four heads:
First: Adulteration - the addition of foreign materials
to give weight or finish or both, such as the weighting
of silks.
Second: Combination - the use of fibres other than as
indicated by the name of the material, such as cotton
in linens.
Third: Substitution - marketing one fabric under the
name of another, such as mercerized cotton sold for
linen or silk.
Fourth: Deceptive Finish - the use of fillers folloirocl
by ironing under heavy pressure to give a smooth, suffaeo.
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Uis3 Ida M. Tarbell 2.

No industry is better qualified to know the
extent to which the manufacturers go in their practices of
adulteration and substitution than ours, for the true char*
acter ef every material handled by us is laid bare either
after process of washing, in the case of linens and oottens,
or after dry cleaning, in the case of silks and other finer
materials.

On July 10th last the Honorable Viofeor Murdock
of Kansas introduced a Bill which provides for "The labeling
and tagging of all fabrics and articles of clothing intended
for sale, which enter into Interstate Commerce, and provides
penalties for misbranding".

The Committee of the Laundryman's National
Association appointed for the purpose of bringing about
suitable legislation, investigated this measure and while
there are many points that might be covered in addition to
those mentioned in the Bill, it was decided to support It
on the theory that anything along this line was better than
what we had.

Since August 1912 we have been carrying on a
campaign to bring about the passage of the Murdock Bill, but
up to the present time the Committee on Interstate and Foreign
Commerce-to which it was referred has not had opportunity to
consider it, and it seems now as though there were little
chance of its passage.

It is plainly apparent to our Committee that
very strong pressure must be brought to bear on Congress If
we are to secure legislation ®f this character, and this
pressure can be created only through the co-operatien of the
public, who must be made acquainted through the medium of
the public press and literature with the real conditions in
the textile industry. We therefore have decided to issue a
booklet, which shall tell in plain and understandable language
just what the manufacturers are doing in order to sell their
various products. Tfe propose to issue these booklets by the
hundreds of thousands distributing them first to the members
of our Rational Association in all parts of the United States
and fey them In turn distributing to the people they serve.
In this way, we hope to cover quickly and thoroughly the en«
tire country. . . ••: • .-• . • ..;/ • • • . : • ; , • > . , : , i - . - , : v

The problem cohfronting us no* Is that #f ae~
curing some 4ne to take the data which we have gathered,to*
gether and work $t up Into readable shape for our
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Miss Ida M. Tarbell 3.

It Is clear to us that if w© could secure
some one to write a series of frum four to six articles,
leaving eut the name of the Laundrymen'a Nat11 Association
er referring to it in any way, such series to be published
in a magazine ofHational prominence, either weekly .or
monthly, we could have same published in tfc« for» ofre»
prints, and in this way the facts and arguments presented
would have much more weight than if they came from itsdirect.

It has occurred to ns that you might be willing
for a consideration to take up this work fop as after we
had supplied you with all the literature and facts and
every other bit of data we have on hand at our disposal.

Your connection with publications of national
prominence would make the work of securing an out-let for
the articles a comparatively easy natter. :

In closing permit us to remind you that the •
Laundrymen's National Aas'n has no ulteriormotive^ la ;
seeking either the passage of the Murdock Bill or In se-
curing the publication of the facts relating to the ad-
ulteration and substitution evils. It has undertaken this
campaign entirely on its own Initiative, and at its own
expense purely and solely to bring about a correction of
conditions which every fair minded person knows should be
changed. '• '..:\"•..:

i';'::";"'•/;•': •.'••.; .. : : / : " . V : / '.•

In wielding yeur able pen for the furtherance
of this fight, you will be cioing the people a service, the
value of which will be impossible to compute in dollars
and cents. Will you not therefore give this yowearaoit
and careful consideration and communicate with the• writer
at your first opportunity? ' :

With sincere good wishes, we are,

Y o u r s v e r y .truljf:,:;•••,..''. ;•;•.'.';•':••••• r.-'-':'r.\- ••V,i-':':^V/

HATWNAI^PURE FABRIC COMKITFfiB.

k

Laundryraen' s National As^8^ciation.
Chairman.
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